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“substrate envelope” hypothesis (12), based on crystal structures
of inactive PR variants in complex with peptide substrates (12–
14), which posits that PR recognizes the 3D conformation of Gag
cleavage sites rather than their primary sequences. As the Gag
polyprotein is refractory to crystallization, all crystallographic
work on PR−Gag interactions has been carried out using peptide
analogs. Such peptides, however, are poor substitutes for the
Gag polyprotein, since there are large differences in proteolysis
rates of peptides and Gag under identical experimental conditions (6, 15). The latter observations imply the presence of additional factors governing PR−Gag interactions, as well as a role
for the ordered domains of Gag. Indeed, paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) measurements have revealed the
existence of transient (lifetimes ≤ 250 μs to 500 μs), sparsely
populated encounter complexes between PR and the ordered
domains of Gag that may serve to efficiently guide PR to the
Gag cleavage junctions (6). Details, however, regarding the
formation of productive complexes between Gag and PR have
remained elusive.
Here we make use of Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (CPMG)
relaxation dispersion and chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) experiments to probe the association of PR with
Gag cleavage sites on the millisecond time scale in the context
of large fragments of Gag comprising MA−CA−SP1−NC and
CA−SP1−NC. We show that the time scale of opening and
closing of the PR flaps is modulated by PR−Gag interactions,
allowing PR to fine-tune the lifetime of the productive complex
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onversion of HIV-1, as well as other retroviruses, from immature viral particles to infectious virions is triggered by
sequential proteolytic cleavage of the group-specific antigen (Gag)
polyprotein catalyzed by a dimeric viral aspartyl protease (1, 2).
Hence, HIV-1 protease inhibitors constitute an integral component
of current anti-HIV combination therapies (3). HIV-1 protease
(PR) is a 99-residue symmetric dimer comprising a β-strand−rich
core, a catalytic site centered on the active site residue Asp25, and
glycine-rich flexible flaps that form a lid over the catalytic site (1).
The Gag polyprotein comprises three ordered domains, matrix
(MA), capsid (CA), and nucleocapsid (NC), connected by linkers
and organized as follows: MA–CA–spacer peptide 1 (SP1)–NC–
spacer peptide 2 (SP2)–p6. The MAjCA linker, SP1, SP2, and
p6 are intrinsically disordered in solution such that the ordered
domains behave like beads on a string (4–7).
The five cleavage sites within Gag are hydrolyzed at distinct
rates by PR, generating a characteristic Gag cleavage pattern
whose rates are ordered as follows: SP1jNC > SP2jp6 ≈
MAjCA > CAjSP1 ≈ NCjSP2 (5, 8–11). The underlying mechanism governing ordered Gag cleavage by PR is unclear. Further,
there is little to no sequence identity between the different Gag
cleavage sites, making it difficult to assess the determinants of
PR substrate specificity or to derive a generalized consensus
sequence recognized by PR. The precise control of Gag proteolysis and the apparent promiscuous substrate specificity of PR
are seemingly paradoxical. One current explanation lies in the
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1716098114

The formation of infectious HIV-1 virions is triggered by sequential proteolysis of the group-specific antigen (Gag) polyprotein by the viral protease. Using chemical exchange-based
NMR spectroscopy, we explore, in the context of Gag polyprotein, the formation of productive complexes between protease and Gag cleavage sites located within the intrinsically
disordered linkers that connect the globular domains of Gag.
We show that the ability of protease to sequentially cleave
distinct Gag cleavage sites, which display little to no sequence
identity, primarily originates from conformational dynamics of
the protease flaps that cover the active site. The protease flaps
are actively involved in substrate recognition and regulate the
lifetime of productive complexes, allowing protease to differentiate between cognate and noncognate sequences.
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The conversion of immature noninfectious HIV-1 particles to infectious virions is dependent upon the sequential cleavage of the
precursor group-specific antigen (Gag) polyprotein by HIV-1 protease. The precise mechanism whereby protease recognizes distinct Gag cleavage sites, located in the intrinsically disordered
linkers connecting the globular domains of Gag, remains unclear.
Here, we probe the dynamics of the interaction of large fragments
of Gag and various variants of protease (including a drug resistant
construct) using Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill relaxation dispersion
and chemical exchange saturation transfer NMR experiments. We
show that the conformational dynamics within the flaps of HIV1 protease that form the lid over the catalytic cleft play a significant role in substrate specificity and ordered Gag processing.
Rapid interconversion between closed and open protease flap conformations facilitates the formation of a transient, sparsely populated productive complex between protease and Gag substrates.
Flap closure traps the Gag cleavage sites within the catalytic cleft
of protease. Modulation of flap opening through protease−Gag
interactions fine-tunes the lifetime of the productive complex and
hence the likelihood of Gag proteolysis. A productive complex can
also be formed in the presence of a noncognate substrate but is
short-lived owing to lack of optimal complementarity between the
active site cleft of protease and the substrate, resulting in rapid
flap opening and substrate release, thereby allowing protease to
differentiate between cognate and noncognate substrates.

and hence differentiate between cognate and noncognate Gag
cleavage sites.
Results
Recombinant Gag and PR Constructs. The current work made use of
three engineered monomeric Gag constructs, each carrying a double
mutation at the CA dimerization interface (W316A/M317A): a larger
Gag fragment consisting of the MA, CA, SP1, and NC domains (Fig.
1A), hereafter referred to as ΔGagW316A
M317A (Group M, HXB2 strain,
residues 1 to 432, ∼48 kDa); a smaller fragment comprising the CA,
SP1, and NC domains, CA-SP1-NCW316A
M317A (Group M, pLN43 strain,
residues 133 to 432, ∼33 kDa); and a variant of the latter containing
two point mutations at the CAjSP1 (L363I) and SP1jNC (M377I)
cleavage sites, denoted as CA-SP1-NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I . The cleavage
pattern and proteolysis rates obtained for monomeric ΔGagW316A
M317A are
very similar to those obtained using wild-type ΔGag, which exists in a
monomer−dimer equilibrium in solution (5, 6), indicating that Gag
proteolysis and hence Gag−PR association are independent of Gag
oligomerization state.
Cleavage reactions were carried out using protease from HIV-1
Group O denoted as PR, and a multidrug-resistant protease
bearing 20 mutations from HIV-1 group M denoted as PR20 (16,
17). The NMR experiments made use of the corresponding inactive variants, PRD25N and PR20D25N, respectively, in which the
active site Asp25 was substituted for Asn.
Overall Kinetic Scheme for PR−Gag Binding. The most general
overall scheme for the binding of PRD25N to Gag is shown in Fig.
1B (and Fig. S1A). The flaps of PR that cover the active site
adopt a range of conformations in crystal structures: open,
semiopen, and closed (1). In solution, however, NMR residual
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dipolar coupling data indicate that the flaps of PRD25N are
predominantly closed (PRclosed) (6, 18) (see also Fig. S2). The
exchange lifetime (τex = 1/kex) between the major closed
(PRclosed) and minor open (PRopen) states is ≤80 μs at 20 °C as
deduced from measurement of backbone 1H and 15N transverse
relaxation rates as a function of effective rotating frame field
(19). The active site of PR is not accessible to substrate in the
closed flap conformation, and therefore the initial binding event
of PRD25N to Gag cleavage sites must involve PRopen to generate
an initial asymmetric PRopen*−Gag complex (where the asterisk
denotes that the two subunits of PR are no longer symmetric
with regard to the bound substrate). The flaps in crystal structures of PR−peptide complexes are in the closed state with numerous interactions between the bound peptide and the flaps, as
expected for productive complexes (1). One can therefore surmise that the flaps are also closed in the end-state productive
PR*−Gag complexes in solution.
No 15N CPMG dispersions are observed for free PRD25N at
30 °C, the conditions used here, indicating that the interconversion rate between the closed (major) and open (minor) states
is faster than the limit of detection of CPMG experiments
(∼100 μs). The generalized scheme in Fig. 1B can therefore be
simplified to exchange between free and bound states, represented by pseudo three-state (Fig. 1C) or two-state (Fig. 1D)
models when monitoring the binding of isotopically labeled
PRD25N or Gag, respectively. [The pseudo three-state model in
the context of PR arises because of asymmetry in the bound state
such that the chemical shifts for the two PR subunits are different (20); see Supporting Information]. The binding kinetics in
the simplified “two species” scheme are governed by an overall
app
(given by koverall
= kon =½S, where
association rate constant koverall
on
on
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Fig. 1. Kinetic scheme for PR−Gag binding. (A) Schematic representation of ΔGagW316A
M317A architecture. Amino acid sequences of the MAjCA, CAjSP1, and
SP1jNC junctions are shown with the sites of cleavage indicated by dashed lines and scissors, and the sequential order of proteolysis indicated by numbers (Fig. S3A).
NTD and CTD refer to the N- and C-terminal domains of CA, respectively; N-Zn and C-Zn refer to N- and C-terminal Zn knuckles of NC, respectively. (B) General kinetic
scheme for PR−Gag association (also see Fig. S1A). Schematics of the PR dimer and Gag are shown in blue and red, respectively. The species colored in blue (PRclosed) and
red (free Gag) are the NMR visible major states, while those in gray are not considered explicitly in the models used to fit the experimental CEST/CPMG data. The asterisk
for the bound species signifies that the symmetry of the PR dimer is broken in the bound state (see Overall Kinetic Scheme for PR–Gag Binding). For analysis of the CPMG
relaxation dispersion and CEST data, the overall kinetic scheme depicted in B can be simplified to (C) a pseudo three-state model from the perspective of PR (as the
chemical shifts of the two subunits are no longer identical in the bound state) and (D) a two-state model for Gag (see Supporting Information for further details).
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Fig. 2. Kinetic analysis of PR−Gag binding. Examples of 15N CEST profiles observed for 200 μM 2H/15N-labeled ΔGagW316A
M317A in the presence of 50 μM unlabeled
PRD25N dimer at the (A) MAjCA and (B) SP1jNC junctions obtained with the constant wave (CW) saturation field applied for TCEST = 200 ms at three RF field
strengths (15, 30, and 50 Hz in blue, red, and green, respectively). Insets show the corresponding CEST profiles (TCEST = 200 ms, RF field = 30 Hz) in the presence
of the PR inhibitor darunavir (DRV). Examples of CEST (Top) and 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion (Bottom) profiles obtained for (C) 200 μM 2H/15N/13Cmethyl2 15
labeled CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A in the presence of 50 μM unlabeled PRD25N dimer and (D) 75 μM H/ N-labeled PRD25N dimer in the presence of 200 μM unlabeled
13
.
For
the
C
CEST
data,
T
=
300
ms
with
RF
field
strengths
of
15
Hz (green) and 30 Hz (blue), and TCEST = 200 ms with an RF field
CA−SP1−NCW316A
methyl
CEST
M317A
strength of 30 Hz (red). For the 15N CEST, TCEST = 200 ms with RF field strengths of 15 Hz (blue) and 30 Hz (red). Insets in Top of C and D show control CEST
profiles in the presence of DRV and for PRD25N alone, respectively. The 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion profiles (Bottom) were recorded at 1H spectrometer
frequencies of 600 MHz (red) and 800 MHz (blue). Control relaxation dispersions at 600 MHz obtained in the presence of DRV (C, Bottom) and for free PRD25N
(D, Bottom) are shown in green. The experimental data in A–D are displayed as circles, and the solid lines represent the global best fits to the data using the
schemes in Fig. 1 C and D for PRD25N and Gag, respectively (Table 1, Table S1, and SI Materials and Methods). For the control data, the green lines are used to
guide the eye. (E) Residues of PRD25N that exhibit significant changes in backbone 15N chemical shifts (1 ppm to 3 ppm, semitransparent red and blue; 3 ppm
to 8 ppm, solid red and blue) upon binding Gag displayed on a ribbon diagram of the structure of PRD25N (6).
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Table 1. Kinetic parameters for PR−Gag interactions derived from the fits to the CEST and
CPMG relaxation dispersion data
Complex*

% bound*

app −1
kon
,s

overall
kon
×104, M−1·s−1

overall −1
koff
,s

KD,† mM

PRD25N + ΔGagW316A
M317A
ΔGagW316A
M317A (SP1jNC site)

2.5 ± 0.3

2.4 ± 0.1

4.8 ± 0.2

93 ± 12

1.9 ± 0.3

ΔGagW316A
M317A (MAjCA site)

2.2 ± 1.0

0.8 ± 0.1

1.6 ± 0.2

35 ± 15

2.2 ± 1.0

‡
CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A

1.5 ± 0.1

4.7 ± 0.3

9.4 ± 0.6§

315 ± 8¶

3.4 ± 0.2

PRD25N

4.1 ± 0.1

13.5 ± 0.3

6.8 ± 0.2

315 ± 8¶

4.6 ± 0.2

0.9 ± 0.3

9.9 ± 3.0

5.0 ± 1.5

1,120 ± 130 23 ± 7

‡
CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A

0.3 ± 0.1

3.2 ± 0.1

6.4 ± 0.2§

1,190 ± 40¶

19 ± 1

PR20D25N

1.2 ± 0.1

14.1 ± 1.5

7.1 ± 0.8

1,190 ± 40¶

17 ± 2

0.3 ± 0.1

4.5 ± 1.0

2.3 ± 0.5

1,330 ± 170 58 ± 15

PRD25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A

PRD25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
PRD25N
PR20D25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A

PR20D25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
PR20D25N#

NMR experiments were carried out at 30 °C in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 0.1 mM ZnCl2, and 1 mM
TCEP. For solubility considerations, the concentration of NaCl used for the ΔGag and CA−SP1−NC constructs was
300 and 50 mM, respectively. Protein concentrations were as follows: 200 μM isotopically labeled Gag + 50 μM
unlabeled PR dimer variants, and 75 μM isotopically labeled PR dimer + 200 μM nonlabeled Gag variants.
*The PR–Gag complexes are indicated in bold, and the species listed below are the isotopically-labeled components detected in the NMR experiments; % bound is the population of the isotopically labeled bound species.
†
overall
overall
KD is given by koff
=kon
. KD values cannot be determined directly from titration experiments owing to weak
binding coupled to low protein solubility.
‡
At the SP1jNC cleavage junction. No CEST or CPMG relaxation dispersion are observed at the CAjSP1 junction.
app
§
overall
The total concentration of PRD25N dimer is used to calculate kon
from kon
.
¶
overall
The koff
is a shared optimized parameter in the fits (see Supporting Information).
#
The rate constants for exchange between the major open and minor closed species in free PR20D25N (derived
from 15N CPMG measurements) are 904 ± 44 s−1 for the closed-to-open transition (k1) and 7.0 ± 0.3 s−1 for the
open-to-closed transition (k−1), corresponding to a population of 0.8 ± 0.1% for the closed state in free PR20D25N.
app

kon is the fitted pseudo first-order association rate constant and
[S] is the concentration of the free unlabeled species), and an
. In the context of the full binding
overall dissociation rate koverall
off
≈ (k1/k−1) (k2k3)/
scheme shown in Fig. 1B (and Fig. S1A), koverall
on
(k−2 + k3) under conditions where k−1 >> k2 ½Sk3 ðk−2 + k3 Þ; and
koverall
= k−2k−3/(k−2 + k3) (Supporting Information).
off
The PRD25N−ΔGagW316A
M317A Complex. The kinetics of PRD25N binding to
the cleavage sites within ΔGagW316A
M317A were investigated by analysis of 15N CEST profiles (21) recorded on 2H/15N-labeled
ΔGagW316A
M317A (Fig. 2 A and B). The CEST experiment probes
sparsely populated states (as low as ∼0.5%) that are in exchange
with the major species on a time scale of 2 ms to 50 ms (22).
When the exchanging species have significantly different chemical shifts, application of a weak radiofrequency (RF) field at the
resonance position of the minor state results in a loss in intensity
of the corresponding resonance of the major species. Fitting
CEST profiles, generated by constant wave saturation at a series
of frequency offsets with several RF field strengths, to the Bloch−
McConnell equations (23) yields kinetic rate constants, populations, and chemical shifts of the minor (bound) state. CEST
effects are observed at the MAjCA (Fig. 2A) and SP1jNC
junctions (Fig. 2B) which are abolished upon addition of the
protease inhibitor darunavir (Fig. 2 A and B, Insets). The data
are well fit to a two-site exchange model (Fig. 1D, Table 1, and
Table S1). Exchange at the SP1jNC site is about 3 times faster
than at the MAjCA site, with koverall
values of ∼93 and ∼35 s−1,
off
respectively; under the experimental conditions used here
(200 μM 15N-labeled ΔGagW316A
M317A and 50 μM protease dimer), the
population of ΔGagW316A
M317A bound to PRD25N at either cleavage
values of ∼5 × 104 and
site is ∼2.5%, corresponding to koverall
on
4
−1 −1
are
∼2 × 10 M ·s , respectively (Table 1). The values of koverall
on
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at least two orders of magnitude lower than those expected for
a diffusion-limited association rate constant, in part due to the
low population of the open, binding-competent conformation of
PRD25N (∼k1/k−1) and possibly due to the dissociation rate
constant k−2 in the Fig. 1B scheme being significantly larger than
the rate constant k3 for the conversion from bound-open to
bound-closed states of PRD25N (such that the expression for
koverall
is reduced to ∼k1k2k3/k−1k−2; see Supporting Information). As a
on
overall
result, the overall equilibrium dissociation constant (KD = koverall
off =kon )
at both the SP1jNC and MAjCA sites is ∼2 mM. No CEST effects
are observed at the CAjSP1 cleavage site, indicating that occupancy at the CAjSP1 site is below the limit of detection of the
CEST experiment (≤0.5%) consistent with the order of magnitude
slower cleavage rate at the CAjSP1 site compared with the SP1jNC
and MAjCA sites (Fig. S3A).
The PRD25N−CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A Complex. To probe the interaction

from the perspective of both PR and Gag, we made use of the
CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A construct, which effectively only contains a
single interaction site at the SP1jNC junction (since binding at
the CAjSP1 site lies below the limit of detection; see above).
The catalytic efficiency of PR is known to increase with salt
concentration (24). Proteolytic cleavage of CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A is
(compare
an order of magnitude slower than that of ΔGagW316A
M317A
Fig. S3 A and B) due to the much lower ionic strength employed
for the former (50 mM NaCl) than the latter (300 mM NaCl),
necessitated by the different solubility properties of the two constructs
which self-assemble into cones, tubes, and virus-like particles at high
and low salt, respectively (4, 5). Slower proteolysis implies faster exchange rates, bringing the CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A /PRD25N system into
the exchange regime amenable to both CEST (21) and CPMG
relaxation dispersion (25) experiments (τex ≈ 0.1 ms to 10 ms).
Deshmukh et al.
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Fig. 3. Kinetic analysis of PRD25N−CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
binding. (A) ExL363I,M377I
amples of 15N CPMG relaxation dispersions for 75 μM 2H/15N-labeled PRD25N
dimer in the presence of 200 μM unlabeled CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
recorded
L363I,M377I
at 600 MHz (red) and 800 MHz (blue). The experimental data are shown as
circles, and the global best fits to a pseudo three-state exchange model (Fig.
1C) are shown as solid lines. Control relaxation dispersions at 600 MHz
recorded on PRD25N alone are shown in green. (B) Correlation plot of the
maximal (largest) 15N chemical shift differences, j15N Δϖmaxj, between free
and bound states of PRD25N in the presence of CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A (y axis) and
(x axis). (R is the Pearson correlation coefficient.)
CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I

Fig. 2C shows 15N and 13Cmethyl CEST and 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion profiles observed at the SP1jNC cleavage site
for 200 μM 2H/15N/13Cmethyl-labeled CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A in the
presence of 50 μM unlabeled PRD25N dimer. No CEST or CPMG
relaxation dispersions are observed at the CAjSP1 junction, indicating that the occupancy at the CAjSP1 junction in complexes
with PRD25N, under the experimental conditions employed
(50 mM NaCl, 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 30 °C), lies
below the limit of detection. Examples of corresponding profiles
observed for 75 μM 2H/15N-labeled PRD25N dimer in the presence
of 200 μM unlabeled CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A are shown in Fig. 2D. No
CEST or CPMG relaxation dispersions are observed either for CA−
SP1−NCW316A
M317A when the PRD25N active site is occupied by darunavir or for PRD25N alone. Simultaneous fitting of all of the
relevant CEST and CPMG relaxation dispersion data, as well as
observable 15N exchange-induced shifts for PRD25N (Table 1 and
≈ 300 s−1 and koverall
≈ 7–9 × 104
Table S1) yields values of koverall
on
off
−1 −1
M ·s , together with the residue-specific values and signs for the
differences in chemical shifts (Δϖ) between the exchanging speDeshmukh et al.
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cies (see SI Materials and Methods for details). Significant
(>1 ppm) j15N Δϖj values are observed for residues in and around
the catalytic site of PRD25N, with the largest (3 ppm to 8 ppm) j15N
Δϖj values occurring in the flaps (residues 47 to 52 and 54) (Fig.
2E). Six residues (6, 7, 71, 72, 89, and 91) located at the lower
outer edge of the PR structure in the view shown in Fig. 2E also
display significant changes in backbone 15N chemical shifts (>1 ppm)
upon CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A binding, and likely arise from secondary
(allosteric) backbone conformational changes transmitted via residues located in the β-sheet constituting the base of the active site cleft
(residues 27 to 32 and 84) (19).
Role of PR Flaps in Substrate Recognition. To investigate the role of
the PR flaps in substrate recognition, we made use of a monomeric
Gag variant, CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I , containing point mutations
in the CAjSP1 (L363I) and SP1jNC (M377I) cleavage junctions.
This Gag construct is resistant to proteolysis by active PR (Fig.
S3C), consistent with previous observations that a β-branched
amino acid at the P1 position of the cleavage junction restricts PRmediated hydrolysis (26). Practically no 15N CPMG relaxation
dispersions were observed for 200 μM 2H/15N-labeled CA−SP1−
in the presence of 50 μM unlabeled PRD25N dimer,
NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
either because the population of the bound state or the differences
in chemical shifts between free and bound states are too small.
However, several residues of the 2H/15N-labeled PRD25N dimer
(75 μM) show significant 15N CPMG relaxation dispersions in the
(Fig. 3A
presence of 200 μM unlabeled CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
and Fig. S4 and Table S1), and two residues, I54 and I84 located in
the flap and base of the active site cleft, respectively, display 15N
(∼5 × 104
CEST effects as well (Fig. S4). While the value of koverall
on
−1 −1
M ·s ) is comparable to that obtained with CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A ,
(∼1,200 s−1) increases by about fourfold with a concomitant
koverall
off
increase in KD (∼20 mM) (Table 1). From the scheme in Fig. 1B,
, given by k−2k−3/(k−2 +
we would predict that the increase in koverall
off
k3), can be largely attributed to an increase in k−3 and a decrease
in k3, the rate constants for the conversion from closed to open
and from open to closed flap conformations in the bound state of
PRD25N, rather than any change in the dissociation rate constant
k−2 from bound open conformation to free PRD25N (Supporting
Information). The weaker binding, and hence lower occupancy of
the bound state, is consistent with the reduced rate of proteolysis
(Fig. S3C). The values of j15N Δϖmaxj obtained with the two CA−
SP1−NC variants are highly correlated (Fig. 3B), implying that
the flaps of bound PRD25N are closed in both instances. (Note that
j15N Δϖmaxj is the larger of the two j15N Δϖj values and therefore
has the smallest errors; nondegeneracy of chemical shifts in the
bound state is due to breaking of symmetry of the PR dimer upon
substrate binding.)
Impact of PR Drug-Resistant Mutations. To gain further insight into
the impact of PR flap conformational dynamics on substrate
recognition, we carried out 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion
experiments using a multidrug-resistant PR variant from HIV-1
group M bearing 20 mutations (in addition to D25N), known as
PR20D25N (16). At 300 mM NaCl, PR20 cleaves ΔGag approximately fourfold slower than the corresponding wild-type PR (15);
at 50 mM NaCl, the rates of cleavage of CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A by PR
and PR20 are comparable (Fig. S3B). In contrast to PRD25N in
which the flaps are predominantly closed (6, 18) (Fig. S2A), the
flaps of PR20D25N are largely open in both solution (18) (Fig. S2B)
and crystal states (27). Exchange between open and closed states of
PR20D25N (τex ≈ 1.1 ms; see Table 1) is an order of magnitude
slower than for PRD25N (19), such that 15N CPMG relaxation
dispersions are observed for free PR20D25N (with a population of
∼0.8% for the closed state), which have to be taken into account in
the kinetic analysis of the relaxation dispersion data in the presence
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Fig. 4. Kinetic analysis of PR20D25N− CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A binding. (A) Overall kinetic scheme for PR20D25N−Gag association. The open flap conformation of bound
PR20D25N (shown in gray) is not used explicitly in the simplified model (Fig. S1B) used to fit the experimental data. The arrows between the free open and closed
states are shown in red to indicate that the exchange rate is reduced by an order of magnitude and the equilibrium is reversed relative to PRD25N. Examples of
15
N CPMG relaxation dispersion profiles recorded at 600 MHz (red) and 800 MHz (blue) for (B) 200 μM 2H/15N-labeled CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A in the presence of 50 μM
unlabeled PR20D25N and (C) 75 μM 2H/15N-labeled PR20D25N dimer in the presence of 200 μM unlabeled CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A . Reference dispersions recorded on
W316A
(B) CA−SP1−NCM317A and (C) PR20D25N alone are shown in green. The latter show small dispersions arising from exchange between the major open and minor
closed flap conformations of PR20D25N. The experimental data are shown as circles, and the global best fits (Table 1 and Table S1) to two-state (for labeled CA−SP1−
W316A
NCW316A
M317A in the presence of PR20D25N, and for PR20D25N alone) and pseudo four-state (for labeled PR20D25N in the presence of CA−SP1−NCM317A ; see Fig. S1B) models
are shown as continuous lines. (D) Correlation plot of j15N Δϖavej values between open free and bound states of PR20D25N (y axis) versus j15N Δϖj values between
open and closed states of free PR20D25N (x axis). Residues G51 and L54, depicted by open circles, do not display a correlation and are not included in the calculation of
the correlation coefficient. (E) Examples of 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion profiles at 600 MHz (red) and 800 MHz (blue) for 75 μM 2H/15N-labeled PR20D25N in
the presence of 200 μM unlabeled CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I . The experimental data are shown as circles, and the global best fits to pseudo four-state model are
shown as solid lines. (F) Correlation plot of j15N Δϖmaxj values between free open and bound states of PR20D25N in the presence of the two monomeric CA−SP1−NC
variants.

15
of CA−SP1−NCW316A
N
M317A (Fig. 4A and Fig. S1B). Examples of
2
15
CPMG relaxation dispersions for 200 μM H/ N-labeled CA−SP1−
NCW316A
M317A in the presence of 50 μM unlabeled PR20D25N dimer, and
of 75 μM 2H/15N-labeled PR20D25N in the presence of 200 μM CA−
SP1−NCW316A
M317A are shown in Fig. 4 B and C, respectively. Simultaneous fitting of all of the CPMG relaxation dispersion data (Table
S1) using a two-state model for 2H/15N-labeled CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A
and a pseudo four-state model for 2H/15N-labeled PR20D25N (Fig.
S1B) yields koverall
≈ 1,200 s−1, about 4 times faster than that with
off
PRD25N (Table 1). The koverall
for the binding of PR20D25N to Gag
on
is given by (k2k3)/(k−2 + k3) in the Fig. 4A scheme and has a value
of ∼7 × 104 M−1·s−1 (Table 1), comparable to that obtained with
PRD25N where koverall
≈ (k1/k−1) (k2k3)/(k−2 + k3) (see Fig. 1B
on
scheme). If we assume that the rate constants for association (k2)
and dissociation (k−2) are approximately the same for PR20D25N
(Fig. 4A) and PRD25N (Fig. 1B), this result implies that the rate of
conversion (k3) from open to closed flap conformations of bound
PR20D25N is slower than that for bound PRD25N by a factor ap-
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proximately equal to the ratio of closed to open states of free
D25N
D25N
PRD25N (kPR
=kPR
), while the reverse process (k−3) is en-1
1
hanced by about fourfold (Supporting Information).
The average chemical shift differences, j15N Δϖavej, between
free open and bound states of PR20D25N, with the exception of
two residues, are reasonably well correlated to the j15N Δϖj
values between the open (major) and closed (minor) states of
free PR20D25N, with a slope of ∼1 (Fig. 4D), providing good
evidence that the flaps of PR20D25N are predominantly closed in
the presence of substrate. The absence of correlation for
Gly51 and Leu54 suggests additional large contributions from
interactions with the bound substrate for these two residues
which are not averaged out in j15N Δϖavej.
The 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments recorded on
75 μM 2H/15N-labeled PR20D25N in the presence of the proteolysis(Fig. 4E and Table S1)
resistant mutant CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
indicate that KD (∼60 mM) is increased about threefold with respect
to that obtained with CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A (∼18 mM) due to a threefrom
∼7
×
104 M−1·s−1 to ∼2 × 104 M−1·s−1
fold reduction in koverall
on
Deshmukh et al.
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(Table 1), presumably due to an increase in the dissociation rate
constant k−2 (see Fig. 4A scheme). The j15N Δϖmaxj values between the free and bound states of PR20D25N in the presence of
the two CA−SP1−NC variants are highly correlated (Fig. 4F) indicating that the flaps of PR20D25N are likely closed in both cognate and noncognate productive complexes.
Concluding Remarks. The current CEST and CPMG relaxation
dispersion data, in combination with our previous intermolecular
PRE experiments (6) and real-time NMR experiments used to
follow proteolysis of Gag by PR (5), lead us to propose the
following overall scheme for the various steps involved in PR
−Gag association (Fig. 5). Transient encounter complexes with
lifetimes ≤250 μs to 500 μs, detected by intermolecular PRE
measurements, involve the globular domains of Gag and serve to
guide PR toward the cleavage sites located in the linkers connecting the globular domains. The latter are clearly important, as
PR cleaves intact Gag and peptides corresponding to Gag
cleavage sites at very different rates (6, 15). The formation of
productive PR−Gag complexes at the Gag cleavage sites occurs
on a slower time scale (τex ≈ 3 ms to 30 ms), modulated by
conformational exchange between open and closed flap conformations of PR, both in the free and bound states. Finally, proteolytic cleavage occurs on a much slower time scale of minutes
to hours.
Deshmukh et al.

Exchange between the major closed and minor open flap
conformations in free protease [PRD25N (6, 18), and Fig. S2A]
is very rapid (τex ≤ 80 μs) (19) facilitating the formation of a
productive Gag−PRclosed complex which can only occur via
the initial formation of a Gag−PRopen complex. Flap opening
in the bound state is substantially slower (τex ≈ 3 ms to 30 ms)
due to a network of complementary intermolecular interactions between the flaps/catalytic cleft and the substrate. Lack
of optimal complementarity, for example as a consequence of
the introduction of a β-branched Ile side chain at the
P1 position of Gag cleavage sites (as in the case of the CA−
SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I ) (26), leads to faster dissociation due to
enhanced flap opening in the bound state and subsequent
substrate release, with a concomitant decrease in the rate of
proteolysis (Fig. S3C). In the case of the drug-resistant PR
mutant, PR20, which is catalytically less efficient than its wildtype counterpart (15, 16), the flaps are predominantly in the
open conformation in the free state (18) (Fig. S2B), and the
interconversion rate between the open and closed free states
is comparable to the overall dissociation rate from Gag (Table
1), implying that trapping the substrate by virtue of flap
closing plays a key role in substrate recognition.
Thus, rapid opening−closing of the flaps in the absence of
substrate and modulation of flap conformational dynamics due
PNAS | Published online October 30, 2017 | E9861
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the sequence of events involved in protease−Gag interactions. Sparsely populated encounter complexes, detected by intermolecular PRE
measurements (6), are initially formed between Gag domains and PR, τex ≤ 250 μs to 500 μs. A productive complex is assembled through a series of interconnected steps (τex ≈ 3 ms to 30 ms) derived from CEST and CPMG relaxation dispersion measurements (current work); an expanded view is enclosed in a
dashed square. Gag proteolysis occurs on the time scale of minutes to hours, amenable to real-time NMR (5). In the presence of Gag, the sparsely populated
PROpen state forms an intermediate PRopen*−Gag complex on the path to the productive PRclosed*−Gag complex. With a noncognate substrate, a productive
complex can still form, albeit with a significantly smaller population due to the lack of adequate complementarity between the PR and the substrate, resulting
in rapid flap opening and, therefore, faster dissociation.

to PR−substrate interactions are critical for both the promiscuity and precision of PR and other retroviral proteases. Fit
complementarity and multiple intermolecular contacts between the substrate and the catalytic cleft and flaps of PR
increase the lifetime of the productive complex, significantly
increasing the likelihood of proteolysis; on the other hand, a
reduction in these intermolecular interactions for a noncognate substrate leads to rapid substrate release, thereby
allowing retroviral proteases to sample multiple binding partners in a short time span.

phate, pH 6.5, 0.1 mM ZnCl2, and 1 mM TCEP, with 300 and 50 mM NaCl for
ΔGag and CA−SP1−NC constructs, respectively.
NMR Spectroscopy. All heteronuclear NMR experiments were carried out at
30 °C on Bruker 600- and 800-MHz spectrometers equipped with z-gradient
triple resonance cryoprobes. Full details of the CEST and CPMG experiments,
NMR spectral processing, analysis, and data fits are provided in SI Materials
and Methods.

Protein Expression and Purification. Full details of cloning, expression, sitedirected mutagenesis, isotope labeling (2H/15N/13C, 2H/15N, and selective
methyl labeling), and purification are provided in SI Materials and Methods.
NMR samples were prepared in a buffer containing 20 mM sodium phos-
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Materials. The clinical PR inhibitor, Darunavir (DRV), obtained through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, National
Institute of Allergies and Infectious Diseases (catalog no. 11447), was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide to generate a 100-mM stock
solution. The DRV stock solution was diluted with buffer containing 5 mM sodium acetate, pH 6 (1–1 dilution, vol/vol). The resulting
DRV solution was added to 300 μL of NMR samples containing Gag−PR mixture to achieve a final DRV concentration of 250 μM.
Protein Expression and Purification. Variants of the HIV-1 Gag polyprotein, ΔGag (MA−CA−SP1−NC, residues 1 to 432, strain HXB2,
group M) and CA−SP1−NC (residues 133 to 432, strain pLN4-3, group M), and HIV-1 protease (residues 1 to 99), PR (group O) and
PR20 (group M), were subcloned into pET-11a vectors (Novagen; EMD Millipore) and expressed in BL21-CodonPlus (DE3) RIPL
competent cells (Agilent Technologies). Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the QuikChange kit (Agilent Technologies).
Gag and PR constructs were expressed as described previously (6, 18, 28). Briefly, cells were grown at 37 °C in 1 L of Luria−Bertani
medium for natural isotopic abundance or minimal M9 medium for isotopic labeling. The latter contained 0.3 g/L 2H/15N/13C Isogro
(Sigma-Aldrich), 99.9% (vol/vol) D2O, 1 g/L 15NH4Cl, and 3 g/L 2H7,13C6-d-glucose for 2H/15N/13C labeling; and 0.3 g/L 2H/15N Isogro
(Sigma-Aldrich), 99.9% (vol/vol) D2O, 1 g/L 15NH4Cl, and 3 g/L 2H7,12C6-d-glucose for 2H/15N labeling. Selective 13Cmethyl labeling of
Gag constructs, i.e., {U-[2H, 15N], Ileδ1-[13CH3]} and {U-[2H, 15N, 13C)], Ileδ1-[13CH3]}, was carried out using established procedures
(29) where appropriate precursors [60 mg/L of α-ketobutyric acid, either (methyl-13C, 99%; 3,3-D2, 98%), catalog no. CDLM 7318, or
(13C4, 98%; 3,3-D2, 98%), catalog no. CDLM 4611; Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.] were added to the cell culture about 1 h
prior to induction of protein overexpression. Cells were induced with 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside at an optical density
of A600 ≈ 0.8.
Gag and PR constructs were purified using a combination of ion exchange, size exclusion chromatography, and reverse-phase highpressure liquid chromatography, as described previously (6, 18). DNA constructs were verified by DNA sequencing, and purified
proteins were verified by mass spectrometry.
NMR Sample Preparation. All heteronuclear NMR experiments were performed on uniformly 2H/15N-labeled Gag or PR samples (unless
stated otherwise). ΔGagW316A
M317A samples were prepared in a buffer containing 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 300 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM
ZnCl2, 93% H2O/7% D2O (vol/vol), and 1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP). The same buffer was used for experiments
with CA−SP1−NC constructs except that, for solubility reasons, the concentration of NaCl was reduced to 50 mM.
For CEST and CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments, the following protein concentrations were employed: 200 μM [2H/15N]-labeled
W316A,M317A
W316A
ΔGagW316A
M317A or CA−SP1−NC variants (CA−SP1−NCM317A and CA−SP1−NCL363I,M377I ) + 50 μM unlabeled PR dimer variants (PRD25N
2
15
and PR20D25N), and 75 μM H/ N-labeled PR dimer variants + 200 μM unlabeled CA−SP1−NC constructs. Control CEST and CPMG
relaxation dispersion experiments were carried out either by adding DRV to Gag + PR mixtures (final DRV concentration 250 μM) or
using PR variants alone (concentration 75 μM). In the case of the PR20D25N + Gag mixture, control CPMG relaxation dispersions were
recorded on free CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A , owing to poor affinity of DRV to PR20D25N (27). Note that, for PR constructs, concentrations are
reported in terms of obligate PR dimer.
NMR Spectroscopy. All heteronuclear NMR experiments were recorded at 30 °C on Bruker 600- and 800-MHz spectrometers equipped
with z-gradient triple-resonance cryoprobes. Spectra were processed using NMRPipe (30) and analyzed using the CCPN software suite
1
15
(31). In the case of PR20D25N and CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
N, and 13C backbone resonance assignments were
L363I,M377I , sequential H,
2
15
13
performed on 300 μM to 400 μM [ H/ N/ C]-labeled samples using transverse relaxation optimized (TROSY) through-bond 3D
triple-resonance experiments (32). The backbone resonance assignments for the remaining Gag and PR variants were taken from our
previously published work (4–6). The 15N R1 and 15N R1ρ measurements (33) were carried out on the same samples used for 15N CEST
and/or 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion measurements. The 13Cmethyl R1 and R1ρ measurements were recorded as described previously
(34). Resonance assignments of 13C-labeled isoleucine δ1 methyls (35) were carried out using ([U-2H,15N,13C]; Ileδ1-[13CH3])-labeled
Gag samples, dissolved in 93% H2O/7% D2O (vol/vol).
The 15N CEST and 13Cmethyl CEST spectra were acquired at a spectrometer frequency of 600 MHz in an interleaved manner (21,
36). For 15N CEST, the exchange time TCEST was set to 200 ms, and B1 CW saturation field strengths of 15, 30, and 50 Hz were used.
For 13Cmethyl CEST, TCEST of 200 and 300 ms and B1 saturation field strengths of 15, 30, and 50 Hz were employed. In each case,
reference spectra were acquired with the TCEST period included but with the B1 field strength set to 0 Hz. B1 field strengths were
calibrated using a 2D nutation experiment (37) and were found to be 15.9, 30.9, and 51.5 Hz for the corresponding calculated values of
15, 30, and 50 Hz, respectively.
The 15N CPMG relaxation dispersions were recorded at 600 and 800 MHz using a pulse scheme with amide proton decoupling to
measure the rates of in-phase 15N coherences (38). For isotopically labeled Gag and PR variants, constant-time CPMG evolution periods
of 80 and 40 ms, respectively, were used.
Kinetic Models for PR−Gag Interactions. The generalized reaction schemes used to describe the binding of Gag to PRD25N and PR20D25N

are shown in Fig. S1 (as well as in Figs. 1B and 4A). The difference between the two schemes lies in the fact that, for PRD25N, the
exchange lifetime (τex ≤ 80 μs) (19) between the closed (major) and open (minor) conformations is too fast to be detected by 15N
CPMG experiments, whereas, for PR20D25N, the populations of the open and closed flap conformations (with the open state
being the major NMR visible species) are reversed, and the exchange lifetime is an order of magnitude slower (τex ≈ 1.1 ms). As
a result, PR20D25N exhibits significant 15N CPMG dispersions attributable to flap conformational dynamics and has to be taken
into account when fitting the experimental data for PR20D25N binding to the Gag constructs. When the Gag constructs are
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isotopically labeled and detected in the NMR experiments, both the CEST and CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments can be
described by a simplified two-state model (Fig. 1D). However, when protease is isotopically labeled and detected, the CEST and
CPMG relaxation dispersion data have to be represented by pseudo three- and four-state models for PRD25N (Fig. S1A, Bottom)
and PR20D25N (Fig. S1B, Bottom), respectively. The reason for the latter models is that binding of Gag to PR disrupts
the symmetry of the PR dimer such that the two subunits (denoted by superscripts § and ‡ in Fig. S1) are characterized by
distinct chemical shifts.
Analysis of 15N CPMG Relaxation Dispersion and Exchange-Induced 15N Chemical Shifts. For the pseudo four-state exchanging system describing the binding of isotopically labeled PR20D25N to unlabeled CA−SP1−NC Gag constructs (Fig. S1B, Bottom), the evolution of
magnetization during the constant-time CPMG period is represented as follows:

MðtÞ = ðAA p A p AÞx Mð0Þ,

[S1]

where M = ½M A ; M B ; M C ; M D T ; MN denotes the transverse magnetization of state N; T denotes transposition; A = expð−RτCP =2Þ; A* is
the complex conjugate of A; x is the total number of CPMG cycles employed; τCP is the distance between two consecutive 180° pulses in
the CPMG pulse train; and R = RCS + Rrel + Rex, where
3
2
0
0
0
0
B
6 0 Δϖ
0
0 7
7
[S2a]
Rcs = i6
40
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0
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0
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2
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− kAB
ex
R =6
4
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− kAD

0
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0
0

0
0
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0

− kBA
kBA
0
0

3
0
0 7
7
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2
− kCA
0
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0

[S2b]

3
− kDA
0 7
7,
0 5
kDA

[S2c]

where Δϖn is the difference between chemical shifts of the state n and the (observable) state A, Rn2 is the transverse relaxation rate of
state n in the absence of exchange, and the rate constants kmn in the exchange matrix (Eq. S2c) connect state m (origin) to state n
app
(destination). The rate constants kAB = kAC = kon are the pseudo first-order apparent association rate constants for binding, while
kBA = kCA = koff describes the dissociation of the complex (20). Here kAD and kDA are the rate constants for PR20 D25N flap closing
and opening, respectively. These latter rate constants were “shared” in the minimization of the target function with the fitting of
15
N CPMG profiles for PR20D25N alone to a two-state model, PR20Open ↔ PR20Closed, and the dissociation rate constants kBA
and kCA were shared with the off-rates for the two-state model of Gag−PR20D25N association monitored by CPMG relaxation
dispersions recorded on isotopically labeled Gag samples (GagFree ↔ GagBound; Eq. S5). Besides all relevant rate constants kmn,
the set of variable parameters typically comprises Δϖn, n ∈ fB, C, Dg for each residue, and RA2 at two spectrometer fields for each
A
B
C
A
residue; RD
2 is assumed equal to R2 , and R2 = R2 is assumed equal to 3 × R2 . The latter is estimated from the molecular weight of
the PR20D25N−Gag complex relative to that of PR20D25N alone and also takes into account substantial ordering of the flap
residues upon binding to Gag (39). Note that the kinetic parameters derived from the fits are not sensitive to the exact values
B
C
chosen for RD
2 and R2 ðor R2 Þ.
At the start of the CPMG train, all states were assumed to be present, M(0) = (2pA, pB, pC, 2pD), where pn is the population of state n
(effectively, the molar concentrations of PR dimers or monomers). The set of populations of all states can be expressed through the
rate constants by normalization of the total subunit populations to 1 (2pA + pB + pC + 2pD = 1) as follows. The population of state A,
pA, is given by


2kAB 2kAD −1
+
.
pA = 2 +
kBA
kDA

[S3]

The populations of the remaining states can be calculated from the relationships pB = pA × kAB =kBA, pC = pB, and pD = pA × kAD =kDA.
For the pseudo three-state model of isotopically labeled PRD25N binding to unlabeled Gag (Fig. S1A, Bottom), the last rows and the
last columns of the matrices in Eq. S2 were eliminated along with the ratio (2kAD/kDA) shown in Eq. S3. In the resultant 3 × 3 matrix R,
the remaining rate constants, chemical shift differences, and relaxation rates retain their meaning. Exchange-induced 15N chemical
shifts (CSex) for PRD25N−Gag interactions were calculated from the imaginary part of the smallest (by absolute magnitude) eigenvalue
of the matrix R: CSex = Im(min[eig{R}]), where eig{R} is a vector of complex eigenvalues of R. The measurements of CSex involved the
comparison of 15N chemical shifts in two different samples (with and without CA−SP1−NC) and were therefore error-prone. Hence,
we chose to exercise extreme caution in their use: only the CSex of PRD25N originating from Gag binding (2H/15N-labeled PRD25N +
unlabeled CA−SP1−NC) were quantitatively interpreted using the model shown Fig. S1A, Bottom.
15
Analysis of 15N CEST Profiles. The set of McConnell equations (23) used to analyze the N CEST profiles of the pseudo three-state system
shown in Fig. S1A, Bottom is given by
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Bp
B
B
Cp
Cp
C
C
n
p Ap
where RA
2 ðR1 Þ = R2 ðR1 Þ + kAB + kAC, R2 ðR1 Þ = R2 ðR1 Þ + kBA, and R2 ðR1 Þ = R2 ðR1 Þ + kCA . Ij represents the component
j ∈ fx,y,zg of the angular momentum of a nuclear spin for state n ∈ fA,B,Cg. Rn1 and Rn2 are intrinsic longitudinal and transverse
magnetization relaxation rates, respectively, of state n (in the absence of exchange); Ωn are the offsets (in radians per second) of the
weak irradiation field from the resonance frequency of state n; ω1 is strength of the weak continuous-wave irradiation field B1 (applied
n
n
, where Ieq,z
is the equilibrium longitudinal magnetization of state n,
along the y axis; in radians per second); E is unity; and Θn = Rn1 Ieq,z
and the notation for the rate constants follows that adopted for the CPMG relaxation dispersion analysis (Eq. S2 and Fig. S1A).
Analysis of CEST data closely followed the original work of Kay and coworkers (21). Briefly, the value of IzA is calculated by solving Eq.
S4 as a function of the B1 field offset for an appropriate set of initial conditions. To approximate the experiment, two sets of initial
A=B=C
A=B=C
conditions are used: (i) fIx,y
= 0; IzA = 2pA ; IzB = pB ; IzC = pC g and (ii) fIx,y
= 0; IzA = -2pA ; IzB = -pB ; IzC = -pC g, where the populations
of each state are given in subunit concentrations (2pA + pB + pC = 1) and calculated using the relationships pA = 1=ð2 + 2kAB =kBA Þ,
pB = pA × kAB =kBA, and pC = pB, and the difference in IzA obtained in the two cases is retained. The results of these calculations are
normalized relative to the calculation performed with ω1 = 0. For analysis of CEST profiles collected using isotopically labeled Gag
variants in the presence of unlabeled PRD25N or PR20D25N, a two-state model (state A representing GagFree, and state B for GagBound;
Fig. 1D) is sufficient, and the corresponding set of McConnell equations can be obtained by omitting the last three columns and the
last three rows in Eq. S4, with pA = kBA =ðkAB + kBA Þ and pB = kAB =ðkAB + kBA Þ.
Apart from all of the relevant rate constants kmn, the typical set of variable parameters comprised: ΩB and ΩC for each residue recast as
the offsets from the carrier frequency (note that ΩA is not a variable parameter and is determined directly from the spectra); RA
2 for each
residue (RB2 and RC2 were fixed to the value assumed equal to 3 × RA
2 ); and the set of initial intensities I0 for each residue and RF irradiation field used. The residue-specific values of RA
1 were measured in a separate experiment that mimicked the saturation period used
in CEST, and were fixed in all of the fits of CEST profiles. RB1 and RC1 were assumed to be equal to the (measured) values of RA
1 . Note that
the CEST profiles are quite insensitive to the exact values of longitudinal relaxation rates.
Inhomogeneity of the B1 field was taken into account by performing 20 calculations with different B1 fields evenly spaced between ±2σ
about the mean, where σ is the SD of the B1 field distribution (assumed to be 12%). The 20 calculations were averaged using coefficients
weighted according to a Gaussian profile. For each CEST experiment, the exact value of the irradiation field strength ω1 was calibrated
using a 2D version of the B1 nutation experiment (37).

Simultaneous Fitting of 15N CPMG Relaxation Dispersion, 15N CEST, and Exchange-Induced 15N CSex Data. All experimental data (15N CEST, 15N
CPMG, and 15N CSex) for PRD25N−Gag interactions were fit simultaneously by minimizing the following sum of squared differences
between the observed (obs) and calculated (calc) values of the experimental observables, using an in-house MATLAB program,

FPR = α1

2
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j
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12
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2
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A
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n
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,
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i l=1 m=1
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[S5]

PR+Gag

while an additional term accounting for PR20Closed ↔ PR20Open exchange in the case of free PR20D25N was included for analysis of
PR20D25N−Gag interactions (CSex and CEST data were not used in this case),
FPR20 = α1

2
XXX
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k
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12
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@
A ,
+ α3
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n
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2,PR20 free

[S6]

2,Gag+PR 20

where R2,n denotes the RA
2 of sample n; κ denotes normalized experimental intensities of CEST profiles at each offset frequency; CS
denotes the exchange-induced chemical shift of the major state A; the subscripts i and n refer to residue numbers of PRD25N (or
PR20D25N) and Gag, respectively; the subscripts k and p refer to the CPMG RF field strengths used for PRD25N (or PR20D25N) and
Gag, respectively; the subscripts j, l, and m refer to 1H spectrometer frequency (600 and 800 MHz), CEST offset frequencies, and
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CEST saturation RF field strengths (typically 15 Hz to 50 Hz), respectively; and α1, α2, α3, and α4 represent empirically determined
factors used to appropriately weight the different data types and have numerical values of 0.1, 0.1, 1, and 0.2, respectively, in Eq. S5,
and α1 = α2 = α3 = 1 in Eq. S6. Expressions for the target function similar to Eq. S6 were used for analysis of PRD25N and PR20D25N
interactions with the CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
construct, except that the last term in Eq. S6 was omitted due to the lack of relaxation
L363I,M377I
dispersions in the 2H/15N-labeled CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
+ unlabeled PRD25N (or PR20D25N) samples.
L363I,M377I
The space of residue-specific fitted parameters describing PRD25N−Gag interactions (Eq. S5) comprised
600
800
600
RF1 RF2
; I0 ; ΩB ; ΩC ; Δϖ Gag g where R2 denotes the intrinsic transverse relaxation rate of the major (free)
fR800
2;PR ; R2;PR ; R2;Gag ; R2;Gag ; I0
state of either PRD25N or Gag, and the superscripts denote 1H spectrometer fields; I0 denotes the set of initial CEST intensities for
each RF irradiation field used; Ωn denotes the offset from the carrier frequency used in the CEST experiment for state n in the kinetic
scheme of Fig. S1A, Bottom (the chemical shifts of the minor dips in the CEST profiles were referenced to the carrier); and ΔϖGag is
the difference in chemical shifts between Gagbound and Gagfree. For simultaneous fitting of the CEST and CPMG relaxation dispersion
data, the Δϖ values in Eq. S2a were recast as the difference between the offset from the carrier of each minor state (ΩB and ΩC) and
app
the offset of the major state A (available from the spectra). The set of global parameters included fkAB ; kBA ; kon, Gag g, where kAB = kAC
app
and kBA = kCA are defined in Eq. S2c for the model in Fig. S1A, Bottom, and kon, Gag is the apparent association rate constant for Gag
binding to PRD25N. The dissociation rate constant of Gag was dynamically shared with that of PRD25N, i.e., was assumed equal to that
of PRD25N (kBA). Using the same notation, the space of residue-specific fitted parameters for the PR20D25N−Gag interactions (Eq. S6)
n
600
800
600
800
600
B
C
D
denotes the difference in
included fR800
2;PR20 ; R2;PR20 ; R2;PR20Free ; R2;PR20Free ; R2;Gag ; R2;Gag ; Δϖ ; Δϖ ; Δϖ ; Δϖ Gag g. Here, Δϖ
chemical shifts between each state n and state A in the kinetic model of Fig. S1B, Bottom. Separate R2 values were used in the fits for
free PR20D25N (R2;PR20Free) to account for different sample viscosities in the presence and absence of Gag constructs as well as
a (small) ΔR2 effect due to the higher molecular weight of the PR20D25N−Gag complex. The set of global parameters included
app
fkAB ; kBA ; kAD ; kDA ; kon,Gag g, where kAB = kAC, kBA = kCA, and kAD and kDA are defined as in Eq. S2c for the kinetic model in Fig. S1B,
app
Bottom, and kon, Gag is the apparent association rate constant of Gag binding to PR20D25N. The dissociation rate constant of Gag was
shared with that of PR20D25N (equated with kBA in the fits). The rate constants kAD and kDA that describe the closing and opening of
the PR20D25N flaps, respectively, are simultaneously determined from the CPMG relaxation dispersion profiles recorded on free
PR20D25N by fitting to a two-state (PR20open ↔ PR20closed) model (Eq. S6).
The uncertainties in the values of the optimized parameters, corresponding to confidence intervals of ±1 SD, were determined from
the Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear fit. Convergence of the solution was confirmed by varying initial values for all parameters and
obtaining the same solution within reported uncertainties.
Examples of the Estimation of the Rate Constants for PR Flap Opening and Closing in PRD25N/PR20D25N−Gag Complexes. For the scheme in Fig.

1B, the “overall” association (on-) and dissociation (off-) rate constants can be expressed as
k1 k2 k3 =ðk3 + k−2 Þ
k−1 + k2 ½Sk3 =ðk3 + k−2 Þ

[S7]

k−1 k−2 k−3 =ðk3 + k−2 Þ
.
k−1 + k2 ½Sk3 =ðk3 + k−2 Þ

[S8]

k1 k2 k3
k−1 ðk3 + k−2 Þ

[S9]

k−2 k−3
.
ðk3 + k−2 Þ

[S10]

=
koverall
on
and
koverall
=
off
For k−1 >> k2 ½Sk3 =ðk3 + k−2 Þ, Eqs. S7 and S8 simplify to

koverall
≈
on
and

koverall
≈
off

If we further assume that k−2 >> k3 (where k−2 is the dissociation rate constant of the bound open state, and k3 is the rate constant for
the transition from bound open to bound closed states), the overall association and dissociation rate constants can be approximated by


k1 k2
k3
≈
[S11]
koverall
on
k−1 k−2
and
≈ k−3 .
koverall
off

[S12]

determined in this work (Table 1) report on the
Eqs. S11 and S12 show that, under the assumptions listed above, the values of koverall
off
rate of flap opening in the Gag-bound states of both PRD25N and PR20D25N, while the values of koverall
(Table 1) are proportional to
on
the rate of flap closing in the Gag-bound states of PRD25N and PR20D25N with respective scaling factors equal to ∼ðk1 k2 =k−1 k−2 Þ (for
the scheme in Fig. 1B) and ∼ðk2 =k−2 Þ (for the scheme in Fig. 4A). For a given value of koverall
, the higher the rate constant k3 for flap
on
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closing in the bound state, the lower the populations of PROpen and PROpen−Gag in the scheme of Fig. 1B and of PR20Open−Gag in
the scheme of Fig. 4A.
By way of illustrative examples, consider the following cases. For the simpler scheme of PR20D25N−Gag interactions depicted in Fig.
4A, assume that the upper bound for the population of the PR20Open−Gag state (shown in gray in Fig. 4A) is ∼1%, which translates to
ðk2 ½S=k−2 Þ ∼0.01 (where [S] is the concentration of Gag susbtrate); the lower bound for the rate constant k3 for flap closing in the
app
× ðk−2 =k2 Þ = koverall
[S] × ðk−2 =k2 ½SÞ = kon × ðk−2 =k2 ½SÞ ≈ 14.1 × 100 ≈ 1,400 s−1, using
bound state can then be estimated as ∼koverall
on
on
app
−1
the value of kon = 14.1 s reported for PR20D25N−Gag binding in Table 1. Similarly, for the more complicated scheme describing
PRD25N−Gag interactions depicted in Fig. 1B: assuming an upper bound of ∼20% (Fig. S2A) for the population of the PROpen state
(shown in gray) leads to a value of (k1 =k−1) ≈ 0.25; for the same value of (k2/k−2) used in the analysis for PR20D25N above (i.e., k2 ½S=k−2 ≈
× ðk−1 k−2 =k1 k2 Þ =
0.01), the lower bound for the rate constant k3 for flap closing in the bound state can be estimated as ∼koverall
on
app
app
−1
−1
[S]
×
ðk
k
=k
k
½SÞ
=
k
×
ðk
k
=k
k
½SÞ
≈
13.5
×
400
=
5,400
s
,
where
the
value
for
k
(13.5
s
) for PRD25N−Gag
koverall
on
on
−1 −2
1 2
−1 −2
1 2
on
interactions is taken from Table 1. In these examples, the resulting lower bound obtained for the flap closing rate k3 is only ∼fourfold
higher for PRD25N than for PR20D25N, reflecting a relatively high upper bound assumed for the population of the PROpen state, i.e., of the
Gag binding-competent PRD25N species (20%), which is likely to be an overestimate.
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A

Binding of PRD25N to Gag
Full scheme
PR Closed

(PROpen - Gag) §

(PRClosed - Gag) §

(PROpen - Gag) ‡

(PRClosed - Gag) ‡

PR Open

Simplified scheme
B

(PRBound - Gag) §
kAB
PR Free

A

app
kAB = kAC = kon

kBA
kCA

overall
kBA = kCA = koff

kAC
(PRBound - Gag) ‡

C

B

Binding of PR20D25N to Gag
Full scheme
(PR20Open - Gag) §

(PR20Closed - Gag) §

(PR20Open - Gag) ‡

(PR20Closed - Gag) ‡

PR20Open

PR20 Closed

Simplified scheme
B

(PR20Bound - Gag) §
kDA
PR20 Closed

D

kAD

kAB
PR20Open

A

app
kAB = kAC = kon

kBA
kCA

overall
kBA = kCA = koff

kAC
(PR20Bound - Gag) ‡

C

Fig. S1. Kinetic schemes for PR binding to Gag used in the analysis of the CEST and CPMG relaxation dispersion data. (A) Binding of PRD25N to Gag. (B) Binding
of PR20D25N to Gag. In A and B, the Top scheme displays the generalized binding model, and the Bottom scheme displays the simplified binding model used to
fit the experimental data. The flaps of PR exist in closed and open conformations, but the catalytic cleft is only accessible for binding substrate in the open flap
conformation. Once bound, the flaps close to form a productive complex. The difference between the two schemes in A and B lies in the fact that the observable species (depicted in blue) is predominantly in the closed state in the case of PRD25N, but only the open state for PR20D25N. Further, while the exchange
lifetime (≤80 μs) between closed and open states for free PRD25N lies below the limit of detection (τex ≈ 100 μs) by 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments,
that for free PR20D25N is an order of magnitude slower (τex ≈ 1.1 ms), giving rise to dispersions in free PR20D25N which have to be taken into account when
fitting the CEST and CPMG relaxation dispersion data in the presence of Gag constructs. The symmetry of PR is broken when bound to Gag such that the two
subunits (denoted by the superscript symbols § and ‡) have distinct chemical shifts in the bound state. As a result, the data collected with isotopically labeled
PRD25N and PR20D25N in the presence of unlabeled Gag constructs are represented by pseudo three- and four-state simplified schemes, respectively (shown
below the full schemes). In both instances, the open and closed states of bound PRD25N/PR20D25N are subsumed into a single bound state, as the open bound
state is assumed to be less populated.
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Fig. S2. Estimation of populations of open and closed states of PRD25N and PR20D25N from backbone amide residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). RDC R factor
(Rdip) for flap residues as a function of the population of (A) the closed flap conformation of PRD25N and (B) the open flap conformation of PR20D25N. Rdip is
given by = {<(Dobs − Dcalc)2>/(2<Dobs2>)}1/2, where Dobs and Dcalc are the observed and calculated RDCs, respectively (40). The calculated RDCs for the flaps
(residues 30 to 61 and 74 to 84) are a population-weighted average of the calculated RDCs for the open and closed conformations predicted from the
alignment tensor obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD) best-fitting of the experimental RDCs in the core region (residues 10 to 23, 62 to 73, and
87 to 93) to the following high-resolution (<1.7 Å) X-ray structures: PDB 3BVB (closed) and 1TW7 (open) for PRD25N, and PDB 3UCB (closed) and 3UF3 (open) for
PR20D25N. (The values of the axial component of the alignment tensor, DaNH, and rhombicity are −16.2 Hz and 0.54, respectively, for PRD25N, and 2.3 Hz and
0.16, respectively for PR20D25N.) The R-factor minimum is obtained at a population of 70 to 80% closed for PRD25N and 85 to 90% open for PR20D25N. The
experimental RDCs for PR25N and PR20D25N are from refs. 6 and 18, respectively. SVD analysis was carried out using Xplor-NIH (41). Experimental conditions
were as follows: (A) 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 300 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM ZnCl2, and 1 mM TCEP at 30 °C with 11 mg/mL phage pf1 as the alignment
medium and (B) 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 5.7, 20 °C with 10 mg/mL squalamine and 5 mM hexan-1-ol as the alignment medium. Note that the population
of the minor closed state of PR20D25N (10 to 15%) obtained from the RDC analysis is an order of magnitude higher than that obtained from analysis of 15N
CPMG relaxation dispersion data presented in the current work (0.8%); this can be attributed to a number of factors, including (i) small differences in flap
conformations between solution and crystal states (e.g., due to crystal packing), especially for the open state, which, unlike the closed state, is not stabilized by
intermolecular interactions with the bound substrate; (ii) different experimental conditions (temperature, 20 °C vs. 30 °C; pH, 5.7 vs. 6.5); (iii) transient
interactions of the flaps with the alignment medium resulting in a small degree of conformational bias; and (iv) larger relative errors in the experimental RDCs
for PR20D25N compared with PRD25N owing to the small value of DaNH for the former.
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W316A
Fig. S3. Cleavage kinetics of Gag constructs by active PR variants. Proteolysis time course of (A) ΔGagW316A
M317A using active PR, (B) CA−SP1−NCM317A in the
with
active
PR.
The
1D
gel
analysis
module
presence of active PR and PR20 (Left and Right, respectively), and (C) proteolysis-resistant CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
from ImageQuant TL (GE Healthcare) was used to determine band intensities in SDS/PAGE gels. Cleavage rates (picomoles per minute) were obtained by
nonlinear least-squares fitting and solving the appropriate simultaneous first-order ordinary differential equations using the program DyanaFit (42). Note that
+ PR within the 3-h time frame of the experiment (C). All reactions were carried out at room
no cleavage products were observed for CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
temperature as described previously (6). Aliquots were collected at regular time intervals and visualized by PageBlue staining, 18% (wt/vol) Tris-glycine gel.
Concentrations of Gag and PR dimer variants were ∼50 and ∼2 μM, respectively. Buffer conditions were as follows: 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 0.1 mM
ZnCl2, and 1 mM TCEP; 300 and 50 mM NaCl were used for ΔGag and CA-SP1-NC constructs, respectively. Cryoelectron microscopy of immature viral particles
shows that the N-terminal region of SP1 encompassing the CAjSP1 junction assembles into a six-helix bundle (43) that has been recapitulated in a crystal
structure of a CACTD−SP1 construct (44). Since protease can only bind to an intrinsically disordered segment of the polypeptide chain, it was therefore proposed
that disassembly and unfolding of the six-helix SP1 bundle in immature viral particles might constitute the rate-limiting step or switch in CAjSP1 cleavage (44).
However, proteolysis data on ΔGagW316A
M317A , where SP1 is intrinsically disordered (5), clearly demonstrate slower cleavage at the CAjSP1 junction compared with
the SP1jNC and MAjCA junctions (A). Further, no CEST effects and/or CPMG relaxation dispersions are observed for residues at or around the CAjSP1 junction
W316A
for either ΔGagW316A
M317A or CA−SP1−NCM317A in the presence of protease, indicating that occupancy at the CAjSP1 junction lies below the limit of detection
(<0.5%) of the current experiments (see main text).

Fig. S4. PRD25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
association. (A) j15N Δϖmaxj values between free and bound PRD25N derived from 15N CPMG relaxation dispersion
L363I,M377I
data collected on isotopically labeled PRD25N in the presence of unlabeled CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I . In addition, two residues (I54 and I84, shown with asterisks)
of PRD25N exhibit measurable 15N CEST effects. The corresponding 15N CEST profile for I54 is shown in B, recorded at a B1 saturation field of 30 Hz (TCEST =
200 ms), and the 15N chemical shift difference between the major and minor species is in excellent agreement with the j15N Δϖmaxj value obtained from the 15N
CPMG fits (6.56 ppm).
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Table S1. Gag and PR samples used for NMR measurements and corresponding residues used for the global fits to the CEST and/or
CPMG relaxation dispersion data
Sample*
PRD25N + ΔGagW316A
M317A
ΔGagW316A
M317A

NMR experiments

15

N CEST

Residues used for fitting

SP1jNC junction: 375, 377, 378, 381
MAjCA junction: 129, 130, 136

PRD25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A
†
CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A

15

371, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379

15

378

13

N CPMG
N CEST
Cmethyl CEST

376

15

N CPMG + 15N CEST + 15N
exchange induced shifts

6, 7, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 72, 84, 85, 89, 91

PRD25N

15

6, 31, 32, 33, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 54, 55,71, 84, 85, 89

PR20D25N alone

15

30, 31, 36, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 82

†
CA-SP1-NCW316A
M317A

15

375, 376, 378

PR20D25N

15

30, 31, 36, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 71, 82

15

30, 31, 46, 47, 49, 52, 54, 71

PRD25N
PRD25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I

N CPMG
N CPMG

PR20D25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A
M317A
N CPMG
N CPMG

PR20D25N + CA−SP1−NCW316A,M317A
L363I,M377I
PR20D25N

N CPMG

*The PR–Gag complexes are indicated in bold, and the species listed below are the isotopically-labeled components detected in the NMR experiments.
†
CEST and/or CPMG relaxation dispersion effects for CA−SP1−NC were only observed at the CAjSP1 junction.
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